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The confidence myth
Growth-friendly consolidation?

In the first briefing of this series, we described how the brutal drive for austerity 
is having a serious negative impact on our economies and our labour markets in 
both the short and long run.

However, the European ‘Masters of Austerity’ – the European Commission and 
the European Central Bank, in particular – are not really impressed by this. They 
still tend to hold the view that ‘austerity’ works because it should help to restore 
‘confidence’. ‘Confidence’ can then refer to households and business deciding to 
start spending and investing again. Or it can also refer to improved sentiment on 
financial markets restoring capital and credit flows to the real economy. 

This second part of our series on the European austerity agenda delves deeper 
into this important question and finds no evidence of austerity having any beneficial 
effect on confidence. On the contrary, it finds that the opposite is the case: Auster-
ity makes matters worse by undermining confidence. 

Since the beginning of the crisis EPSu has been consistent in calling for measures 
to boost the European economy. It has argued for real wage growth to maintain demand 
and increased public investment to support jobs and the long-term competitiveness of the 
European economy. For more on EPSu’s policy see page 22.
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The “masters of austerity” claim that many if not all of the disastrous 
effects of fiscal consolidation on jobs and the economy can be avoided if 
public and social expenditure is cut and governments avoid raising taxes. 
This refers back to an old idea in economic theory known as the “Ricardian 
equivalence”. 

The theory is that cuts in current public and social expenditure will create ex-
pectations among private sector actors of future reductions in tax rates. These ex-
pectations would be triggered by falling public debt rates implying lower interest 
charges for government. With higher net income being anticipated, households and 
businesses would bring forward consumption and investment spending. 

This implies that austerity policy has two opposing effects. On the one hand, 
slashing current income (social benefits, for example) directly pushes down con-
sumption and investment. 

On the other hand, as described above, expectations about a higher flow of 
net income in future establish themselves and this works to increase private sector 
spending intentions. Households and businesses would then bridge the gap be-
tween lower current income and expectations about higher net income in future by 
reducing saving rates and/or taking on higher debt.

It is the austerians’ claim that the latter positive effect is more powerful than the 
former negative effect. Austerity, in other words, is in the end beneficial to growth 
as expressed in their slogan of ‘growth friendly fiscal consolidation’. 

Let us now shift from old economic theory to present day reality. If the theory 
of the ‘Ricardian equivalence’ were to be correct, our economies would not find 
themselves in the sorry state they are in today. Indeed, austerity, as applied in the 
majority of European economies over these past two/three years has predominantly 
been about cuts in public and social expenditure. In Europe, austerity has boiled 
down to a dismantling of the welfare state and public services. It has, in contradic-
tion to what the ‘masters of austerity’ like to claim, not been about building the ‘Tax 
State’ (see graph).

Growth-friendly
consolidation?
Growth-friendly consolidation and 
the myth of positive expectations 

Theory: austerity 
leads to growth.
reality: double-dip 
recession
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Total of cuts in public expenditure and tax rises as percentage
of GDP 2010 TO 2014

So, empirically, something is very wrong with the theory that public expendi-
ture cuts will bring confidence in a low tax future, thereby inducing a powerful 
expansion of private sector spending. Most European member states actually did 
engage in a very ambitious consolidation. In doing so they did cut expenditure and 
refrained from raising taxes. The result, however, was not a revival but a collapse 
of consumption and investment demand, resulting in the double dip recession that 
was described in the first briefing.
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The people versus the Masters of Austerity

Majority
of Europeans 
say austerity 
is not working

The Ricardian equivalence theory is further discredited by a recent opinion poll
1
 

of more than 6000 European citizens. The poll by Gallup makes it possible to 
identify the exact nature of expectations raised by the policy of fiscal austerity.

First, a majority of respondents at European level (51%) delivers a clear ‘no’ to 
the question whether citizens think austerity is working. A minority (34%) thinks 
that ‘austerity will work but this takes time’, while only 5% say unconditionally: ‘yes, 
austerity works’.

When looking at the national outcomes behind this European average, it ap-
pears that respondents are the most sceptical in those countries where austerity 
has been pushed to an absolute limit. In Greece, 80% reject the idea that austerity 
can work while in Spain and Portugal, seven out of 10 question the effectiveness of 
austerity. Even in Germany, a member state usually viewed as the main proponent 
of austerity for the rest of Europe, there’s also a majority (53%) who rejects austeri-
ty. It’s only in a limited number of Central and Eastern European countries (Bulgaria, 
Hungary) that public opinion is less hostile to the idea. 

The poll also asks whether there is an alternative to austerity. A resounding 
European majority (60%), led by Greece (94%) and Spain and Portugal (80%), 
says ‘yes’, with only 16% of respondents across Europe believing that there is no 
alternative. 

Finally, the poll asks whether the whole of Europe or only some countries are 
served by austerity policy. It appears people are not naive at all. Only 20% is of 
the opinion that austerity serves the whole of Europe. In contrast, 67% thinks only 
certain countries (France, UK and Germany in particular) are benefiting from these 
policies.

This opinion poll is devastating for the European ‘masters of austerity’. It shows 
that a clear majority of people have no confidence in austerity. This implies that 
austerity actually has a double negative effect on demand, economic activity and 
jobs. It doesn’t just hit current income but also undermines confidence in the future.

1
 www.scribd.com/doc/172138343/Gallup-Debating-Europe-Poll-Austerity-Policies
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The reality is now being increasingly recognized by the economics profession. 
Even the International Monetary Fund (IMF), which otherwise enjoys the doubt-
ful reputation of being obsessed with fiscal consolidation policy, is publishing 

research papers arguing that expenditure multipliers are significantly larger than tax 
multipliers in recessions. 

In other words, fiscal consolidation carried out by cuts in expenditure will be 
much more costly than tax increases in terms of jobs and economic activity. The 
table below shows these IMF estimates. In the member states of the Euro Area, a 
public spending cut of 1% of GDP will reduce overall economic activity by 1.8%-
2.5%. With multipliers like this, it is no wonder that economies in Europe are in 
such sorry state.

Blame it on the multiplier

Cuts in spending 
hit the economy 
more than tax
increases

Cumulative fiscal multipliers after two years during recessions.
Impact on GDP

France          -1,8          0,28

Italy          -1,8         -0,17

uS              -2,2         -0,65

Japan          -2         -0,17

                     Spending cut                     Tax increase

Source: IMF Working Paper 12/190 Successful Austerity in the uS, Europe and Japan.
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Whereas the ‘Ricardian Equivalence’ might be an intellectually sophisticated the-
ory, reality shows it does not work at all in practice. There are at least two reasons 
for this. 

Firstly, it totally ignores the role of the public sector, and social insurance in 
particular, in guarding against the big risks in life. If austerity undermines systems 
of unemployment benefits, health insurance and retirement benefits, households 
will react to this, not by lowering, but by increasing savings. This can be called the 
‘Social Equivalence’. Cuts in social expenditure fundamentally increase insecurity 
in society, resulting in excessive precautionary savings. However, more household 
savings are the last thing an economy in recession needs. In the end, the recession 
is deepened while welfare systems are dismantled.

Secondly, the ‘masters of austerity’ conveniently forget that our economies are 
still suffering from a deep financial crisis. And in such a situation it is rather ridiculous 
to claim that households will bridge the gap between current and future income by 
massively taking up credit from the banking sector. Banks, already struggling with 
weak balance sheets, will not be able to flood the economy with new credits so that 
households can keep up spending and investment in the face of fiscal cuts. 

Nor will households be keen on taking up new debts, particularly in countries 
like Spain and Ireland where they already face a huge debts arising from the hous-
ing boom. Moreover, with nominal interest rates already close to zero, the central 
bank can no longer increase incentives for households and banks to increase lend-
ing and borrowing.

It’s the social equivalence that matters

The recession
is deepened while 
welfare systems
are dismantled
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The ‘Masters of Austerity’ claim that, even if austerity kills growth and 
jobs, governments still have to pursue fiscal consolidation in order to reas-
sure financial markets. If governments were to loosen the screws of aus-
terity, market interest rates would soar again with an even worse impact 
on the economy and on jobs. 

When all arguments have failed, the masters of austerity resort to a last tech-
nique. It is to call in higher, almost religious, powers to defend their austerity policy. 
Austerity, it is then said, is inevitable because otherwise the Gods of the Market 
would inflict severe punishment. 

It is stunning to see that policy makers, only four years after financial markets 
failed dramatically and almost triggered a new Great Depression, are once again 
subjecting themselves to the whims of financial markets and are willing to do 
“whatever it takes” to please the world of finance. It seems to have been quick-
ly forgotten that back in 2009 the markets behaved extremely ‘irrationally’ with 
investors rushing to dump the toxic assets they themselves had been developing 
throughout the previous decade. 

Here, recent IMF research is again very useful in lifting the veil on how markets 
respond to austerity in a sovereign debt crisis. The IMF finds that markets are high-
ly myopic, focussing heavily on short-run developments whereas long term fiscal 
variables are not seen to be significant. For example, social benefit reforms, such as 
changes to pensions, that would only have long-term effects, are not rewarded by 
the markets. 

The most important finding however is that markets, above all other things, 
focus on how the real economy is doing. If the economy is growing, markets place 
their trust and their capital into sovereign bonds. There is an important short-term 
bias here as well: markets are looking at the state of the real economy at this mo-
ment, and not at what could be potential growth performance over the medium 
term. The table below explains this in greater detail. 

In thrall to the financial markets

Markets want 
to see growth 
not austerity
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European Central 
Bank needs
to act against 
irrational financial 
markets

By combining the different elements from this IMF table, a story can be told that 
completely contradicts the tale about the wrath of financial markets descending 
upon us if we dare to break with austerity. 

This alternative story starts from the fact that tight austerity has an immediate 
and strong negative impact on the economy, bringing down growth and even driv-
ing the economy into recession. This (see the third row with figures in the table) has 
a strong impact on financial market confidence, with markets substantially driving 
up the premium to insure against sovereign debt default. 

Moreover, with the recession, nominal GDP will also be heading downwards. 
Since nominal GDP is the denominator in the ratio of public debt, this ratio will in-
crease further, thereby adding even more doubts in markets about investing in sov-
ereign debt (this is the first row in the table) and pushing interest rates higher. The 
single determinant working to push interest rates down a bit is the public primary 
balance. However, this positive effect will be rather limited if the negative feedback 
effect of recession on public deficits is taken into account.

In the end, there are two factors working to push up interest rates – one very 
strong and the other weak working in the opposite way. This means that austerity 
policy has actually the opposite effect. Instead of calming financial markets, aus-
terity undermines market confidence further, thereby pushing up interest rates and 
insurance premiums on sovereign debt.

Short termism of markets: Explaining 5 year Sovereign Credit
Default Swaps spreads in 2011

Source: IMF working paper 12/137 Walking Hand in Hand: Fiscal policy and growth in advanced economies

Gross debt to GDP 201

Primary public balance in 2011

real GDP growth

Debt held by the central bank

Inflation rate 2011

net present value pension payments

Potential output growth 2011-2016

+

-

-

-

+

+ (wrong sign)

-

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

 0,0122

-0,194

-0,23

-0,0272

 0,222 

Impact of…  
on CDS spreads                            Sign        Statistically significant        Value
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There is one key lesson to be drawn from all of this. When financial market pressure on 
economies is such that it becomes self-destructive, the central bank has to step in by using its 
money printing machine in order to steer the markets away from the cliff of economic and 
financial doom. This is what central banks did in 2009 when markets were desperately looking 
for a buyer of their toxic asset portfolios. This is what the Federal Reserve, the Bank of England, 
the Bank of Japan have been doing over the last couple of years (see chart) by acting as the 
‘buyer of last resort’ for sovereign debt, thereby providing the US, the Japanese and the UK 
economies with interest rates on sovereign debt as low as 0.5% to 1.5%. 

Sources: Fiscal Monitor, Markit.
note: LTrO: Long-term refinancing operations by the European Central Bank.

Additional fiscal consolidation and credit default swap spreads

The graph below illustrates this story in a clear way. It shows that Spain, Italy and France 
reacted to a first and sudden surge in credit default swaps (in simple words: premiums on 
insuring against default) in mid-2011 by announcing and implementing additional and harsh 
austerity plans. Insurance premiums however did not go down or stabilise but continued to 
go up instead. 

It was only at the end of 2011 that this trend was partially reversed. At that point the Euro-
pean Central Bank (ECB) announced its Long Term Refinancing Operations program, injecting 
around a trillion euro of new liquidity into the banking system which banks partially used to 
reinvest in the sovereign bond markets. 
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This, unfortunately, is not what the ECB is doing. Despite statements about ‘unlimited inter-
ventions to save the single currency’, the ECB has taken up very limited amounts of sovereign 
debt in its balance sheet. With the ECB refusing to take up the role of a circuit breaker, interest 
rates on sovereign debt across the Euro Area continue to diverge substantially, with the highest 
rates and the toughest credit conditions in those member states that are the most distressed 
and can afford this the least. The real solution to financial market irrationality is not to have 
more austerity and more recession but to have a central bank that, if need be, backs up its 
economy by shielding its sovereign from financial market speculation.

Outstanding public debt held by central banks (in national currency)



EPSU has been arguing since the earliest stages of the crisis that the European economy needed 
the boost of public spending and public investment and not the cuts of austerity. As long ago as 
May 2010, the EPSU Executive Committee agreed a statement arguing that:

“… a true, lasting end to the crisis involves boosting purchasing power, employment and public 
investment. Public expenditure plays a key role in this respect as stimulus and driving force in a certain 
number of economic sectors. In parallel, these austerity policies reduce and disrupt public services 
and therefore affect first and foremost the sectors of the population experiencing the greatest di-
fficulties. In our view, the dogmatic approaches subject to the dictates of finance will do nothing 
but accentuate the social and economic crisis we are going through. We need a genuine, ambitious 
common European social contract for Europe to regain its place in the world order.“

EPSU has also challenged the pay cuts and freezes imposed on millions of public sector workers 
that have only contributed to undermining demand across Europe and weakening the prospects 
for recovery. EPSU has monitored the impact of these cuts in The Wrong Target research reports 
published in  December 2010 (www.epsu.org/a/7109) and updated in January 2012 (www.epsu.
org/a/8828). 

EPSU continues to call for measures to boost the European economy and provide additional sour-
ces of income for public services particularly through a financial transactions tax (www.epsu.or-
g/r/575) and through action to recoup the €1 trillion a year lost to tax fraud and tax havens (www.
epsu.org/r/640). 

EPSu POLICy
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